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Hi Sophie, 
 
I hope this message finds you well! Hopefully you remember me. Shauna Miller gave me your 
contact info—I’m a freelance writer based in Oakland, CA. I've written some CityLab stories for her 
and recently began writing for Alia Wong in Education as well. I've also written for Vice, Portland 
Monthly Magazine, and was a staff writer for two years at the Santa Cruz Weekly in Santa Cruz, CA.  
 
I have a story I’d love for you to consider, about mall walking. Mall walking, in case you’re not 
familiar, is an activity where groups of (mostly elderly) people walk laps in shopping malls for 
exercise. I'm originally from the Midwest, where the practice is rampant, though it is practiced all 
over the county. These days, many malls open their doors a couple hours early each morning to 
accommodate mall walkers. Some malls even have specific programs for them, where they get 
monthly breakfast meetings, fitness talks, and other perks. It's definitely a funny, odd world that's 
interesting in its own right, but I recently began looking into more of the background of mall 
walking and I think what I'm finding out would make an interesting piece for the Culture Channel.  
 
I spoke to Emil Pocock, who is an American Studies scholar who focused his career on shopping 
malls. He told me that when mall walking first sprang up in the early 90's, mall managers were 
opposed to the practice, mostly because mall walkers are notorious for not purchasing anything, and 
can disrupt shoppers. (Kind of like teenagers, who are outright banned in some malls on weekends 
and evenings.) “In a certain way mall walking challenged the mall mangers’ authority because they 
couldn’t get rid of them, they couldn’t ask them to leave, because they weren’t violating any laws,” 
he told me. “Mall mangers realized they were powerless to prevent people from mall walking,” so 
instead, they chose to embrace it—and make it look like it was something they wanted all along. 
 
I spent last summer in Minneapolis and, knowing I wanted to write about mall walking in some 
capacity at some point, spent a morning walking with the official Mall of America walkers (“Mall 
Stars”). I also interviewed the mall’s PR person, Tara Niebeling, who was really cheery and vocal 
about how much the mall “loves our Mall Stars.” I’d love to pull on this experience, as well as some 
more research—a lot of California malls have walkers, and there’s a group in the Bay Area that has 
an interesting event coming up this month with experts speaking about the history of mall 
architecture and how they’re laid out to induce spending, and other components of shopping mall 
design—to give readers a deeper understanding of mall walking and its quasi-subversive origins. I 
think to many people mall walking is just a “weird, funny thing old ladies do,” but there’s a lot more 
to it than that. These old ladies are challenging the Capitalist system and winning!  
 
I think it’s fascinating, and hope you do too! Let me know if you’re interested. 
 
Thanks for considering, 
Georgia Perry 

NOTE: Freelance Writer Georgia Perry submitted the following pitch to editors at 
The Atlantic. The article was eventually published as “Mall Walkers: The 
Suburban Exercisers Keeping America Wholesome,” in September 2015. 
Appreciation to Georgia Perry for permission to share this letter. 

https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2015/09/mall-stars/406192/
https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2015/09/mall-stars/406192/

